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Abstract—A major challenge in wireless networks is the ability to maximize the throughput. High throughput in a wireless network

requires a relatively low complex scheduling policy with a provable efficiency ratio, which is a measure of the performance of the policy

in terms of throughput and stability. For most scheduling policies that achieve provable ratios, at the onset of every frame, a selection is

made of a subset of links to transmit data in the immediately following frame. In this paper, we propose a policy that allows links to

transmit data in any future frame by means of frame reservations. The new, reservation-based distributed scheduling approach will

improve the capacity of the system and provide greater throughput. First, we create a framework to analyze the stability of reservation-

based scheduling systems. Then, to demonstrate its efficacy, we propose a reservation-based distributed scheduling policy for IEEE

802.16 mesh networks and use the new framework to find sufficient conditions for the stability of the network under this policy, i.e., we

find a lower bound for its efficiency ratio. Finally, by means of simulation, we validate the mathematical analysis and compare the

performance of our policy with nonreservation-based policies.

Index Terms—Distributed scheduling, wireless networks, greedy algorithms, IEEE 802.16, WiMAX.
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1 INTRODUCTION

AMAJOR challenge in wireless networks is the ability to
achieve maximum throughput via link scheduling.

Link scheduling refers to the selection of a subset of links
for simultaneous transmission that have the following
characteristic: When the links are activated simultaneously,
the interference between them is low enough to allow
successful reception for every activated link. A scheduling
policy specifies how to determine the subset of links that fits
this characteristic and calculates the subset of links for each
frame. A scheduling policy’s throughput performance is
determined from its efficiency ratio, which is defined as the
fraction of the optimal capacity region in which the policy
guarantees the stability of the network, i.e., that guarantees
that the links’ queues are all positive recurrent [2]. An
optimal scheduling policy has an efficiency ratio of unity.
When the scheduling policy has an optimal efficiency ratio,
the wireless network is able to support the largest set of
input rates, and so it achieves maximum throughput.

The concept of optimal capacity region and a centralized

scheduling policy with efficiency ratio of unity were

introduced in [2]. The centralized scheduling policy

attempts to solve a complex global optimization problem

so that the entire network is stable for the largest possible set

of input rates. Stability is defined as the positive recurrence

of all of the link queues. Under the 1-hop interference model,

the problem is shown to correspond to a Maximum

Weighted Matching (MWM), where the weights of the links

are determined from the length of their queues. The solution
to MWM has complexity OðN3Þ [3], [4], where N is the
number of nodes. Under the k-hop interference model,
the problem has been proven to be NP-Hard [5]. Therefore,
the optimal scheduling policy is not convenient for im-
plementation due to its high complexity. As a consequence,
less complex scheduling policies that achieve only a fraction
of the optimal capacity region for general network topolo-
gies have been developed [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12],
[13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], and their impact on higher
layers has been studied in [20]. Appendix A, which can be
found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://
doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TPDS.2011.201, gives
a description of these policies.

Most distributed scheduling policies that achieve pro-
vable ratios calculate, at the onset of every frame, a subset of
links that is allowed to transmit data in the immediately
following frame only. In this paper, we propose a
distributed scheduling policy that selects links to transmit
data in any future frames by means of frame reservations.
Also, we propose a new theoretical framework for the
stability analysis for reservation-based distributed schedul-
ing (RBDS) policies. Since our framework considers
reservations of any future frames, the current policies
correspond to a special case within our framework, i.e., the
case that links are allowed to reserve the next frame only.

The major contributions of this paper are:

1. An RBDS policy is proposed for the scheduling of
IEEE 802.16 wireless mesh networks to increase
throughput.

2. To evaluate the new policy, a Markovian system
model is developed for RBDS policies that enables
the stability analysis of these policies.

3. This stability analysis of RBDS policies is a more
general framework. In previous policies, the links
compete for access to the next frame only. Since our
approach considers reservations for all future
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frames, the previous techniques correspond to a
special case within our framework.

4. The new RBDS policy is proposed and analyzed
within the proposed framework. Specifically, suffi-
cient conditions on the data packet arrival rates that
guarantee the stability of the network are found.
From these conditions, the stability region of the
RBDS policy is described and a lower bound for the
policy’s efficiency ratio is calculated. It is shown that
this bound depends on two characteristics of the
network topology.

5. The results are validated through theoretical and
simulation analysis, and performance comparisons
are made to existing policies.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes our wireless network model. In Section 3, we
create a framework to analyze the stability of RBDS
systems. To demonstrate its efficacy, we propose an RBDS
policy, which we call GM-RBDS, for IEEE 802.16 mesh
networks and use the new framework to evaluate the
stability of this policy. In Section 4, we validate our
theoretical results with simulation results, and compare
the capacity of the RBDS policy with nonreservation-based
techniques. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5.

2 NETWORK MODEL

We consider a wireless network represented by the graph
G ¼ ðN ;LÞ, where N and L are the sets of nodes and links,
respectively. The links are directional. The link directed from
node i to node j is denoted by ði; jÞ. Also, it is assumed that if
ði; jÞ 2 L, then ðj; iÞ 2 L. The interference set of ði; jÞ is denoted
by Iði;jÞ. A transmission over ði; jÞ is successful if and only if
no other transmission occurs simultaneously over any of the
links that belong to Iði;jÞ. If this interference constraint is not
met, there is a collision, and two links conflict with each other if
they belong to each other’s interference set.

The sets of node i’s 1-hop and 2-hop neighbors are
denoted by Si1 and Si2, respectively. The 1-hop neighborhood
and 2-hop neighborhood of node i are denoted by Si�1 and
Si�2, respectively. Si�1 is the set of nodes formed by node i
and node i’s 1-hop neighbors (i.e., Si�1 ¼

4
i [ Si1). Si�2 is the

set of nodes formed by node i and node i’s 1-hop and 2-hop
neighbors (i.e., Si�2 ¼

4
i [ Si1 [ Si2).

As in the IEEE 802.16 mesh mode standard [21], time is
divided into frames, and each frame is divided into a
control-subframe and a data-subframe. Control-subframes are
divided into control-time-slots that are used for the exchange
of scheduling packets, and data-subframes are divided into
data-time-slots that are used for the transmission of data
packets. This structure is shown in Fig. 1. Frames, control-
time-slots, and data-time-slots are numbered independently
starting from 0. Links can transmit only one scheduling
packet per control-time-slot and only one data packet per
data-time-slot. There are mcs and mds control-time-slots and
data-time-slots per frame, respectively.

In this paper, to introduce the reservation-based ap-
proach, we consider the 1-hop traffic model, as in [5], [8], [9],
[10], [16], [18]. In future work, we will consider multihop
traffic models. In the 1-hop traffic model, all data flows
consist of only one hop. Further, we assume that there is
only one flow per link. Therefore, data packets arrive at
each link according to a random arrival process and leave
the network once they reach their destination node which is
one hop away from the source node. The random arrival
process for the flow at link ði; jÞ is denoted by Aði;jÞðkÞ,
where k is the current data-time-slot, and it has mean
arrival rate �ði;jÞ. It is assumed that the arrival processes are
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) sequences
which are also independent across links.

In traditional network models, the data packets that
arrive to a link are stored in one queue until they are
transmitted. In our new reservation-based network model,
we propose that each link has two queues (see Fig. 2). The
input-queue stores data packets that arrive to the link and
are waiting to be given a grant, which means they are
waiting to be granted a data-time-slot. The output-queue
stores the data packets that have received grants, i.e., have
already been scheduled, and are waiting to be transmitted.
When a link receives a grant, some of its unscheduled data
packets are moved from its input-queue to its output-
queue. The lengths of the input-queue and output-queue of
link ði; jÞ at control-time-slot m are denoted by Q

ði;jÞ
i ðmÞ and

Qði;jÞo ðmÞ, respectively.
We define stability and the optimal capacity region of a

wireless network as in [2], [20]. The network is stable when
the system of queues across the network is positive
recurrent [2]. The optimal capacity region, denoted by �,
is the convex set CoðRÞ, where R is the set of all feasible
schedules, and CoðRÞ is its convex hull.1 � is optimal in the
sense that, when ½�ði;jÞ� is outside �, there is no scheduling
policy that can stabilize the system. A feasible schedule is a
binary vector of size jLj that specifies a subset of links that
can be activated simultaneously without conflicts.

Finally, we define the efficiency ratio of a scheduling
policy as in [14]. The efficiency ratio is the largest � 2 ð0; 1�
such that the scheduling policy stabilizes the system if and
only if ½�ði;jÞ� 2 ��.

3 RESERVATION-BASED DISTRIBUTED SCHEDULING

In an RBDS wireless network, the nodes negotiate with their
neighbors the reservation of future data-time-slots for their
links. This negotiation is based on a three-way handshake
that consists of a request, a grant, and a grant confirmation.
Requests, grants, and grant confirmations are transmitted in
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Fig. 1. Frame structure.

Fig. 2. Data packet transmissions between nodes i and j.

1. Note that � ¼ CoðRÞ is true only for the traffic model considered in
this paper. Please refer to [2], [14] for the multihop traffic scenario.



scheduling packets. The nodes access the control-time-slots
for transmitting scheduling packets using an election
algorithm. Therefore, in an RBDS wireless network, the
nodes access the wireless channel using two different
algorithms: the election algorithm and the RBDS algorithm,
whose roles are to avoid collisions and waited time slots in
the control and data-subframes, respectively.

In this paper, we adopt the election algorithm of IEEE
802.16 mesh networks with coordinated distributed sche-
duling [21]. Also, it is assumed that the RBDS wireless
network follows the 2-hop interference model, which is the
model considered in the IEEE 802.16 mesh mode standard
[21]. In the IEEE-802.16 election algorithm, the nodes in
every 2-hop neighborhood take turns by competing
between them to access the control-time-slots and transmit
scheduling packets. We model the operation of this election
algorithm as follows.2

. In order to avoid scheduling-packet collisions, no
more than one node is selected in every Si�2 at any
control-time-slot.

. The nodes in Si�2, where i can be any node in N , are
selected in cycles. We refer to these cycles as
scheduling cycles.

. Within a scheduling cycle, the nodes in Si�2 are
selected once and only once each. The order in
which they are selected is uniformly distributed
among all the possible orders of selection.

. The order that nodes in Si�2 are selected is
independent across scheduling cycles.

3.1 RBDS Policies

When nodes i and j exchange scheduling messages to
schedule data packets waiting to be transmitted on link
ði; jÞ, they follow a three-way handshake in order to
multicast the negotiated grant to all links in Iði;jÞ. The
handshake consists of the following steps.3

1. Node i sends a request to node j for a certain number
of data-time-slots along with a set of data-time-slot
numbers that are available for reservation at node i.

2. Node j sends a grant to node i for the requested
number of data-time-slots according to its set of
data-time-slots available for reservation and those of
node i.

3. Node i confirms the successful reception of the grant
by echoing the grant in its next scheduling-packet
transmission.

The reservation of the data-time-slots takes place at steps
2 and 3. When node j transmits its scheduling packet, j’s 1-
hop neighbors receive the grant and mark the granted data-
time-slots as unavailable. When node i confirms the grant,
i’s 1-hop neighbors receive the grant and mark the granted
data-time-slots as unavailable too. Therefore, at the end of
step 3, all links in Iði;jÞ have made the granted data-time-
slots unavailable (i.e., the grant has been multicast to all
links in Iði;jÞ).

The requests and grants transmitted by the nodes are
defined as follows:

Definition 1. Request rði;jÞm ¼4 ðfs; fx; zÞ, where ðfs; fx; zÞ 2 NN3,

is the request transmitted by node i at control-time-slot m that

requests for link ði; jÞ the data-time-slots of z consecutive data-

subframes starting at frame fs or any other frame after fs.

Request rði;jÞm expires at the onset of frame fx.

Definition 2. Grant gði;jÞm ¼4 ðfs; feÞ, where ðfs; feÞ 2 N2, is the

grant transmitted by node j at control-time-slot m that assigns

to link ði; jÞ the data-time-slots of the series of frames that

starts and ends with frames fs and fe, respectively. Grant gði;jÞm

expires at the end of frame fe.

Definition 3. The length of grant gði;jÞm , denoted by jgði;jÞm j, is the

number of data-subframes assigned in the grant. Therefore,

��gði;jÞm

�� ¼4 fe � fs þ 1:

In order to implement RBDS policies, each node

maintains two tables per link that the node belongs to.
These are the unavailable-data-time-slots table and the

requested-data-time-slots table. The tables are updated with

the grants and requests exchanged with the node’s 1-hop
neighbors. An unavailable-data-time-slots table contains the

set of unexpired grants that interfere with the link that the

table belongs to. This set is denoted by T ði;jÞu ðmÞ for link
ði; jÞ and is given by (1), where ðgðx;yÞm Þfe

is the fe component

of gðx;yÞm , and fm is the current frame number (i.e., the frame
that control-time-slot m belongs to). The requested-data-

time-slots table contains the set of unexpired requests made

for the link the table belongs to. This set is denoted by
T ði;jÞr ðmÞ for link ði; jÞ and is given by (2), where ðrði;jÞm Þfx

is

the fx component of rði;jÞm . T ði;jÞu ðmÞ and T ði;jÞr ðmÞ are

functions of m given that the tables are updated with the
grants and requests transmitted at every control-time-slot

T ði;jÞu ðmÞ ¼
4 �

g
ðx;yÞ
l : ðgðx;yÞl Þfe

� fm; ðx; yÞ 2 Iði;jÞ; l � m
�
; ð1Þ

T ði;jÞr ðmÞ ¼
4 �

r
ði;jÞ
l : ðrði;jÞl Þfx

> fm; l � m
�
: ð2Þ

In RBDS policies, two grants overlap with each other if
the frame ranges given by their respective fs and fe frame

numbers have one or more frame numbers in common.

3.2 Stability Analysis of RBDS Policies

3.2.1 RBDS Markovian System Model

In an RBDS network, each link has an input-queue and an

output-queue as defined in Section 2. The length of an

input-queue (i.e., Q
ði;jÞ
i ðmÞ) is defined as the number of

data packets in the queue. The length of an output-queue

(i.e., Qði;jÞo ðmÞ) corresponds to the number of data-

subframes in the following frame range: from the current
frame to the last frame scheduled for the packets in the

output-queue. Therefore, the length of output-queues does
not depend on the number of scheduled packets waiting

to be transmitted but on the schedules of such packets.

The length of output-queues is formally defined by (3),4
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2. The operation of the election algorithm for IEEE 802.16 mesh networks
with coordinated distributed scheduling is described in detail in [22] and
[23].

3. It is assumed that in this handshake node j grants node i’s request and
that the data-packet-slot reservation is successful at both i and j. 4. ½��þ is the positive-part operator.



where T ði;jÞg is the set of unexpired grants of link ði; jÞ (i.e.,
T ði;jÞg ðmÞ ¼

4 fgði;jÞl : ðgði;jÞl Þfe � fm; l � mg)

Qði;jÞo ðmÞ ¼
4 �

max
��
ðgÞfe : g 2 T ði;jÞg ðmÞ

��
� fm þ 1

�þ
: ð3Þ

A node transmits scheduling packets by accessing
control-time-slots according to the election algorithm. The
next control-time-slot that node i is going to access is

determined by the election algorithm. This control-time-slot
is denoted by MiðmÞ. That is, at control-time-slot m, the
future control-time-slot that node i uses to transmit a

scheduling packet is control-time-slot MiðmÞ.
Based on the previous definitions, RBDS wireless net-

work G can be represented as a Markovian system whose
state SG is given by the lengths of the input and output

queues of all the links and the scheduling control-time-slots
of all the nodes. That is,

SG ¼4
�
Q
ði;jÞ
i ðmÞ; Qði;jÞo ðmÞ;MiðmÞ : ði; jÞ 2 L; i 2 N

�
: ð4Þ

3.2.2 RBDS Markovian System State Update

Given that SG is updated only during control-subframes (i.e.,

at control-time-slotm as given by (4)), the data packet arrival
and departure processes for link ði; jÞ can be modeled as
shown in Fig. 3.5 There are data-packet arrivals and
departures at the first control-time-slot of every control-

subframe only. These correspond to the total number of
arrivals and departures that occurred during the data-
subframe previous to the control-subframe. In Fig. 3, for

control-time-slot m, the last data-time-slot of this data-
subframe corresponds to km. The data-packet arrivals, which
are denoted byA0ði;jÞðmÞ, correspond to the data packets that

are input to Q
ði;jÞ
i (i.e., data packets that need to be

scheduled). The data-packet departures correspond to the
data packets that are output from Qði;jÞo . The number of these

departures does not affect the length ofQði;jÞo according to (3).
However, the data-subframe in which these departures
occur affects Qði;jÞo . Qði;jÞo is decreased by 1 data-subframe

every time a data-subframe is over. This decrease is denoted
by D0ðmÞ. A0ði;jÞðmÞ and D0ðmÞ are given as follows:6

A0ði;jÞðmÞ ¼4
Xmds�1

l¼0

Aði;jÞðkm � lÞ m ¼ multiple of mcs;

0 otherwise;

8><
>: ð5Þ

D0ðmÞ ¼4 1 m ¼ multiple of mcs;
0 otherwise:

	
ð6Þ

SG is also updated every time a grant is received by any
of the links. When MjðmÞ ¼ m for some j in N , node j
transmits a scheduling packet. The scheduling packet may
carry one or more grants for the node’s incoming links ðk; jÞ,
where node k can be any of node j’s 1-hop neighbors. Each
grant carries the schedules for a subset of data packets
waiting in their corresponding input-queue Q

ðk;jÞ
i at node k.

The grant received by link ði; jÞ at control-time-slot m and
denoted by Gði;jÞm is given by (7). The condition k ¼ i in (7)
represents the fact that the grant transmitted by node j (i.e.,
gðk;jÞm ) is directed to node i. Node j’s grants can be directed to
any of its 1-hop neighbors

Gði;jÞm ¼4 gðk;jÞm if MjðmÞ ¼ m and k ¼ i;
; otherwise:

	
ð7Þ

Given A0ði;jÞðmÞ, D0ðmÞ, and Gði;jÞm , state SG is updated
according to (8), (9), and (10).Q

ði;jÞ
i ðmÞ is updated when there

are data-packet arrivals (i.e., A0ði;jÞðmÞ 6¼ 0) or when packets
are scheduled (i.e.,Gði;jÞm 6¼ ;).Qði;jÞo ðmÞ is updated when there
are data-packet departures (i.e., D0ðmÞ 6¼ 0) or when data-
subframes are granted (Gði;jÞm 6¼ ;). When node i transmits a
scheduling packet at control-time-slot MiðmÞ ¼ m, the next
control-time-slot (i.e., Miðmþ 1Þ) used for the next schedul-
ing-packet transmission is �Mi

m control-time-slots away.
Given that in the election algorithm (see Section 3), the order
that the nodes in Si�2 are selected in every scheduling cycle is
independent across scheduling cycles, �Mj

m is an i.i.d.
random sequence,7 i.e., P½�Mj

m ¼ n� ¼ �n 8 j 2 N , where
�n is some pmf such that �n ¼ 0 8 n � 0.

Q
ði;jÞ
i ðmþ 1Þ ¼

�
Q
ði;jÞ
i ðmÞ þA0

ði;jÞðmÞ �mds

��Gði;jÞm

���þ; ð8Þ

Qði;jÞo ðmþ 1Þ ¼ max
��
Qði;jÞo ðmÞ �D0ðmÞ

�þ
;��

Gði;jÞm

�
fe
� fm þ 1

�þ�
;

ð9Þ

Miðmþ 1Þ ¼ MiðmÞ þ�Mi
m if m ¼MiðmÞ;

MiðmÞ if m 6¼MiðmÞ:

	
ð10Þ

3.2.3 Scheduling in an RBDS Wireless Network

Let Q be the set of queues in the network (i.e.,
Q ¼4 fQði;jÞi ðmÞ; Qði;jÞo ðmÞ : ði; jÞ 2 Lg). According to (8) and
(9), the updates of the queues in Q take place only when
either of two events occur. These events are the beginning
of a control-subframe and the transmission of a scheduling
packet. According to (5) and (6), when a control-subframe
starts (i.e., when m is multiple of mcs), the number of data-
packet arrivals and departures is different from zero. For
the rest of the control-subframe, there are no arrivals nor
departures. Therefore, queues Q

ði;jÞ
i and Qði;jÞo are updated

with data-packet arrivals and departures, respectively, only
at the first control-time-slot of every control-subframe.
When scheduling packets are transmitted (i.e., when
MjðmÞ ¼ m 9 j 2 N ), queues Q

ði;jÞ
i and Qði;jÞo are updated

at the nodes that received grants carried by the scheduling
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Fig. 3. Link data packet arrival and departure processes.

5. Note that in Fig. 3, it is assumed that mcs ¼ mds ¼ 3.
6. Note that in Fig. 3, A0 ði;jÞðmÞ and D0ðmÞ are indicated only at the

control-time-slots in which they are different from zero.
7. Note that the sequence �Mi

m is defined only for the control-time-slots
when node i transmits a scheduling-packet.



packets. The update consists of scheduling data packets that
are waiting in Q

ði;jÞ
i and moving those packets to Qði;jÞo .

Let �1 be the event that a control-subframe starts, and let
�2 be the event that at least one scheduling packet is
transmitted.

The updates that take place when a �1-event occurs at
control-time-slot m modify the queues in Q as follows:

. A0ði;jÞðmÞ data packets are input to Q
ði;jÞ
i .

. D0ðmÞ data-subframes are removed from Qði;jÞo .

The updates that take place when a �2-event occurs at
control-time-slot m modify the queues in Q as follows:

. mdsjGði;jÞm j data packets are removed from Q
ði;jÞ
i .

. Qði;jÞo is increased with ðGði;jÞm Þfe
according to (9).

An RBDS policy has control only over the �2-type queue
updates. The RBDS policy is responsible for determining
the grants that are transmitted in scheduling packets.
Specifically, the RBDS policy determines the grants for all
node j’s incoming links, where j is any node in N , every
time node j transmits a scheduling packet. Therefore, the
RBDS policy determines the number of packets that are
moved from every Q

ði;jÞ
i to its corresponding Qði;jÞo , where

ði; jÞ is any of node j’s incoming links.

3.2.4 Stability Analysis of an RBDS Wireless Network

Definition 4. Wireless network G is stable if the queue processQ
in SG is positive recurrent.

Let HjðnÞ be the set of data-subframes covered by the
grants that node j listens to between its nth and ðnþ 1Þth
scheduling-packet transmissions, and let jHjðnÞj be number
of frames covered by HjðnÞ. Let Nj

�1
ðnÞ be the number of �1

events between node j’s nth and ðnþ 1Þth scheduling-
packet transmissions.8

Definition 5. An RBDS wireless network is stationary if the
random processes Nj

�1
ðnÞ; jHjðnÞj; jGði;jÞðnÞj are stationary

for all j in N and all ði; jÞ in L.

Theorem 1. The output-queues in a stationary RBDS wireless
network (i.e., fQði;jÞo ðmÞ : ði; jÞ 2 Lg) are stable if (11) holds,
and the input-queues (i.e., fQði;jÞi ðmÞ : ði; jÞ 2 Lg) are stable if
(12) holds. Therefore, an RBDS wireless network is stable if
both (11) and (12) hold.9

max
j2N
ðjHjj �Nj

�1Þ < 0; ð11Þ

max
j2N

Nj
�1

X
i2Sj

1

�ði;jÞ �
X
i2Sj

1

jGði;jÞj

0
@

1
A < 0: ð12Þ

See Appendix B, which can be found on the Computer
Society Digital Library, for the proof of Theorem 1.10

Remark. Intuitively, conditions (11) and (12) guarantee
stability because they require that all the queues decrease
their lengths at a rate lower than they increase. That is,

the conditions select the node whose difference between
increase and decrease rates is the largest and makes sure
that the increase rate is lower than the decrease rate.

Remark. Intuitively, the stationarity of an RBDS wireless
network (see Definition 5) means that its election
algorithm, scheduling policy, and the parameters of the
algorithm and policy do not change dynamically, i.e.,
they do not change during the operation of the network.

Within the framework for RBDS wireless networks
presented in this section (i.e., Section 3.2), different RBDS
policies can be evaluated in terms of stability. In the
following, we propose the Greedy-Maximal-RBDS (GM-
RBDS) policy and evaluate it.

3.3 Stability and Complexity Analysis of the
GM-RBDS Policy

The GM-RBDS policy is as follows: When any node i in N
transmits a scheduling packet,

. It grants the longest request among all the unexpired
requests made by its incoming links, and sets the
grant’s fs component at the frame following the
interfering grant that expires the latest.

. For every of its outgoing links, it requests as many
consecutive data-subframes as unscheduled data
packets cover entirely, sets every request’s fs
component at the frame following the interfering
grant that expires the latest, and sets every request’s
fx component at the frame scheduled for its next
scheduling-packet transmission.

And when any node i in N receives a scheduling packet,
it checks whether there is a grant in the packet and whether
the grant is directed to one of its outgoing links. If that is the
case, it confirms the grant only if the grant does not overlap
with any of the grants in the link’s unavailable-data-time-
slots table.

The GM-RBDS policy is greedy maximal in the sense

that the requests that are granted are the longest requests

and each request corresponds to the maximum integer

number of data-subframes that are covered by a link’s

unscheduled data packets (i.e., each request corresponds

to bQ
ði;jÞ
i

mds
c, where Q

ði;jÞ
i is the number of unscheduled data

packets to be transmitted on link ði; jÞ).
The stability analysis is done as follows: The sufficient

conditions for the stability of the output-queues are found
first in the next section (i.e., Section 3.3.1), then the
sufficient conditions for the stability of input-queues
are found in Section 3.3.2, and finally, the GM-RBDS
stable region and efficiency ratio are calculated from the
conditions in Section 3.3.3.

3.3.1 Sufficient Condition for the Stability of

Output-Queues

Given that �Mj
m is an i.i.d. random sequence (see

Section 3.2.2) and that the GM-RBDS policy has no dynamic
parameters, GM-RBDS wireless networks are stationary.
Therefore, the sufficient conditions for stability of GM-RBDS
networks can be found using Theorem 1.
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8. Nj
�1
ðnÞ is determined by the number of control-time-slots between

these transmissions, and this number is equal to �Mj
m (see (10)).

9. In this paper, X stands for the expected value of random variable X.
10. The proof of Theorem 1 is based on the proof for the stability of

greedy scheduling policies under 1-hop traffic presented in [14].



Every time a node is selected at a certain control-time-slot
by the election algorithm, the node transmits a scheduling
packet. The node writes only one grant for the longest of all
incoming links’ requests on the scheduling packet.11 The
transmission of this grant updates the output-queue of the
node and the unavailable-data-time-slots tables of its 1-hop
neighbors. The output-queue of the node is increased by the
length of the grant. This is due to the fact that the grant’s fs
component is set at the frame following the interfering grant
that expires the latest (see the GM-RBDS policy in Section 3.3.).
The unavailable-data-time-slots table of every 1-hop neigh-
bor is updated by adding the grant to it (see (1)).

For example, if the nodes in any path in G have all the
same output-queue length and transmit scheduling packets
consecutively such that every node’s transmission is
followed by a 1-hop neighbor’s transmission, the output-
queue of every node is increased by the summation of all
the previously transmitted grants. Also, if two paths
connect at some node, the output-queue of this node is
updated with the maximum summation of the two paths.
This process is illustrated in Fig. 4 for the case of three paths
with three nodes each and all connected at one of their ends
(i.e., node 7). Node i is the ith node selected by the election
algorithm, and Gi is the grant transmitted by node i. Qi

o is
the output-queue length of node i after the node has
transmitted its scheduling packet.

Therefore, given that the paths that can be established
between the nodes in Si�2 determine the grants that affect the
output-queue length increase of node i, where i can be any
node in N , the stability of the output-queues of the nodes in
N can be guaranteed by considering the length of such paths.

The following definitions are used for characterizing the
sufficient conditions that guarantee the output-queues’
stability.

Let Pi be the path of maximum length12 in the

undirected graph induced by Si�2 and that originates at

node i. Pmax is the longest Pi (i.e., Pmax ¼4 argmaxPi:i2N jPij).
Let N�1

be the expected number of �1 events between two

consecutive scheduling-packet transmissions of any node.13

Let nmax be the node with the highest output-queue increase

rate (i.e., nmax ¼4 argmaxi2N ðjHij �N�1
Þ), and let Gmax ¼4

fNmax;Lmaxg be the undirected graph induced by Snmax

�2

(i.e.,Nmax ¼4 Snmax

�2 and Lmax ¼4 fði; jÞ : i; j 2 Snmax

�2 ; ði; jÞ 2 Lg).
Gmax
m is the grant transmitted in Gmax such that jGmax

m j ¼
maxðfjGði;jÞm j : j 2 Nmax; ði; jÞ 2 LgÞ.
Theorem 2. The output-queues in G (i.e., fQði;jÞo ðmÞ: ði; jÞ 2 Lg)

are stable under the GM-RBDS policy if

jGmax
m j <

N�1

2jPmaxj þ 1
:

See Appendix C , which can be found on the Computer
Society Digital Library, for the proof of Theorem 2, which
uses Theorem 1.

3.3.2 Sufficient Condition for the Stability

of Input-Queues

The stability of the input-queues is always guaranteed by
the GM-RBDS policy due to the following. A node always
requests as many data-subframes as can be entirely covered
with the packets waiting to be scheduled in its input-queues
(see the GM-RBDS policy in Section 3.3), and all the
requests are successfully granted with some probability
greater than zero according to (29). Therefore, the input-
queues, with some probability greater than zero, may
become empty independently of their current length, and
condition (12) always holds.

3.3.3 Stable Region and Efficiency Ratio of GM-RBDS

Theorem 3. Let � be given by � ¼ ð2jPmaxj þ 1Þmaxfsj:
j 2 Ng. GM-RBDS wireless network G is stable if

X
i2Sj

1

�ði;jÞ <
1

�
8 j 2 N : ð13Þ

See Appendix D, which can be found on the Computer
Society Digital Library, for the proof of Theorem 3, which
uses Theorem 2.

Remark. Notice that the sufficient condition for stability

given by (13) is of the same form of the condition for the

nonreservation-based greedy policies analyzed in [14]

(see (4) in [14]). That is, the total packet-arrival rate of a set

of interfering links needs to be lower than some constant

in order to guarantee stability, and the constant depends

on some characteristic of the network topology (i.e., jPmaxj
and sj for GM-RBDS, and � for the greedy policies in [14]).

Finally, a lower-bound for the efficiency ratio of the GM-
RBDS policy can be found based on the region in which the
data-packet arrival rates satisfy the stability condition given
by (13).

Theorem 4. Consider RBDS wireless network G ¼ ðN ;LÞ with

1-hop traffic, its optimal capacity region �, and its maximum

number � of noninterfering links in the interference set Iði;jÞ of

any link ði; jÞ in L. G is stable under the GM-RBDS policy for

any set of data packet arrival rates f�ði;jÞ : ði; jÞ 2 Lg that lies

inside the region �
�� .
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Fig. 4. Output-queue updates during one scheduling cycle in a 2-hop
neighborhood.

11. Only one grant is written on every scheduling packet due to the fact
that only the longest request is granted.

12. In the following, the length of path P is defined as the number of
links in P and denoted by jPj.

13. Note that, given the assumption that the order nodes in every 2-hop
neighborhood are selected in a scheduling cycle is uniformly distributed
among all the possible orders of selection (see Section 3.1), the nodes have
the same pmf for �Mj

m. Therefore, the expected number of �1 events
between two consecutive scheduling-packet transmissions is the same for
all the nodes (i.e., Ni

�1
¼ N�1

8 i 2 N ).



See Appendix E, which can be found on the Computer
Society Digital Library, for the proof of Theorem 4, which
uses Theorem 3.

4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF THE GM-RBDS
POLICY

The GM-RBDS policy is evaluated in terms of throughput
and complexity. It is compared against the W and
Enhanced-Local-Greedy-Scheduling (ELGS) policies pro-
posed in [9] and [16]. From the policies reviewed in
Appendix A, which can be found on the Computer Society
Digital Library, W and ELGS were selected for the
comparison because they consider the same interference
model of GM-RBDS (i.e., 2-hop interference model) and
require the same control information for making scheduling
decisions. Each node requires the queue lengths of the nodes
in its two-hop neighborhood for making any link schedul-
ing. In Appendix G, which can be found on the Computer
Society Digital Library, it is shown by means of simulation
that GM-RBDS outperforms both W and ELGS as the
maximal node degree in the network, denoted by �,
increases. This result is due to the lower complexity of
GM-RBDS, which is made possible by its ability to reserve
any future data-subframes. Appendix F, which can be found
on the Computer Society Digital Library, shows that the
GM-RBDS complexity is Oðlog jN jÞ while the ELGS com-
plexity is Oðlog2 jN jÞ.

5 CONCLUSION

A new framework (i.e., RBDS) for the stability analysis of
scheduling policies for wireless networks that allow the
reservation of future data-subframes has been proposed.
This framework is a generalization of the current schedul-
ing policies with provable efficiency ratios. The current
policies reserve the next data-subframe only, while RBDS
policies reserve any future data-subframe. Sufficient condi-
tions for the stability of RBDS wireless networks were
found. Within the proposed framework, the stability of the
GM-RBDS policy was analyzed. Finally, the GM-RBDS
policy was compared with the W and ELGS policies, which
reserve the next data-subframe only. It was shown that the
GM-RBDS policy outperforms both W and ELGS policies as
the maximal node degree in the network increases.
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APPENDIX A
DESCRIPTION OF SUBOPTIMAL SCHEDULING
POLICIES

Proposed suboptimal scheduling policies can be char-
acterized by the techniques they use for calculating
the next schedule. The schedule calculation depends
on the interference model assumed for the network
and the links’ weights at the onset of every frame. The
scheduling can be based on centralized or distributed
approaches. Thus, our related work discussion con-
siders these two separate categories (Unless otherwise
specified, the scheduling policies reviewed in this
appendix consider 1-hop traffic only. See Section 2 for
the definition of 1-hop traffic).

A.1 Centralized Policies

In [6], a centralized scheduling approach known
as pick-and-compare [8] that achieves the optimal
efficiency ratio is defined. The pick-and-compare
scheduling policy selects the optimal schedule at ev-
ery frame with some probability greater than zero.
First, the scheduling algorithm randomly picks a new
schedule such that the links can satisfy the inter-
ference model constraints. Then, the newly picked
schedule is compared with the current schedule. If
the picked schedule reduces the total weight of the
network (i.e., queue lengths) by more than the cur-
rent schedule, then the picked schedule is selected
as the next schedule; otherwise the current schedule
is used again. The pick-and-compare policy requires
the calculation and comparison of the updated total
weight for every frame. Therefore, the complexity of
this technique grows linearly with N , which makes
it difficult to implement in networks with a high
number of nodes or in networks where nodes have
low processing capabilities.
Greedy Maximal Scheduling (GMS) is a suboptimal,

centralized scheduling policy. In GMS, the links of the
network are ordered according to their weights, where
the link with maximum weight is placed at the top of
this globally ordered list. A valid schedule is found
by selecting links from the list from top to bottom
that do not interfere with each other. The complexity
of GMS is O(L log(N)), where L is the number of
links [24]. GMS has efficiency ratio of 1

2 under the
1-hop interference model [20], and under the k-hop
interference model, GMS has efficiency ratio of 1,
1
6 , and

1
49 for tree, geometric, and general network

graphs respectively [5], [18].

A.2 Distributed Policies

A distributed version of the pick-and-compare
scheduling policy was proposed in [10]. In this policy,
a node is selected with some probability less than
one to initiate the calculation of a schedule for the

links in its neighborhood. The new schedule is se-
lected for the next frame if the new schedule reduces
the neighborhood’s weight by more than the current
schedule. The algorithm has constant complexity, so
it does not depend on the number of nodes of the
network. It does depend, however, on the diameter
of the neighborhood. The efficiency ratio increases
as the diameter of the neighborhood increases. The
algorithm assumes the 1-hop interference model, so it
can only be directly used on networks with physical
layers such as FH-CDMA that allow that assumption
to be made.
Greedy Scheduling (GS) policies [24] have been

developed that achieve the same efficiency ratio of
GMS [8], [16], [19]. In the GS policies, nodes calculate
locally the next schedule based on the links that have
the maximum local weights.
In [8], [11], [12], [13], [14], a Maximal Scheduling

(MS) approach is described. In this approach, max-
imum weight is not required to schedule a link. A
link is eligible for the next schedule as long as it has
enough packets in the queue to transmit during the
entire duration of a frame. The efficiency ratio of MS
scheduling policies is 1

κ , where κ is the maximum
number of non-interfering links in the interference set
of any link in the network. MS policies have also been
adapted to multi-hop flow scenarios in which a set of
flows with their respective rates and routes are given
[7], [11], [12], [13], [14].
Lastly, distributed scheduling policies of complexity

O(1) have been developed in [9], [15], [25]. These are
known as Constant Time (CT) scheduling policies [8].
The CT approach differs from the MS approach in
that when a link does not interfere with the links
in a schedule, it is selected with probability less
than one. Therefore, in CT scheduling policies, frames
can be wasted with some probability greater than
zero. In [25], CT policies are proposed for the 1-
hop and 2-hop interference models. The efficiency
ratios of these policies were improved in [9], [15].
In [16], the improved efficiency ratios are 1

2 − 1√
m

and 2
n̂

(
1
2 − 1√

m

)
for the 1-hop and 2-hop interference

models respectively, where n̂ is the maximum number
of 1-hop neighboring links for any link of the network.

APPENDIX B
STABILITY ANALYSIS OF AN RBDS WIRE-
LESS NETWORK
In order to analyze the stability of network G under
RBDS policies, a Markovian system denoted by SGs
and derived from (4) and the update equations (8),
(9), and (10) is considered.
SGs is updated only when there are scheduling-

packet transmissions (i.e., the system’s state is up-
dated only when a μ2 event occurs), which are sched-
uled by the election algorithm used for accessing the
control-time-slots according to (10).
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The election algorithm and the RBDS policy deter-
mine how the system’s state is updated. Specifically,
the election algorithm determines the subset of nodes
that transmit scheduling packets at every μ2 event
and the number of data-time-slots between every two
consecutive μ2 events. The RBDS policy determines
the grants that are carried by the scheduling packets.
In the following, the stability analysis of SGs is

performed in four steps. In the first two steps, the sys-
tem updates due to the election algorithm and RBDS
policies are characterized. The third step is an example
that illustrates a system update. Finally, in the fourth
step, the sufficient conditions that guarantee stability
are calculated.

B.1 SGs Update and the election algorithm
Two queues are defined for each node j in N based
on the queues of the node’s incoming links. These are
the input-queue Qj

i (n) and the output-queue Qj
o(n).

Queue Qj
i (n) represents the total number of packets

that are waiting at all of j’s 1-hop neighbors’ input-
queues to be scheduled for transmission to node j
(see (14)). Queue Qj

o(n) represents the number of data-
subframes in the range of frames that starts at the
current frame and ends at the latest frame granted by
node j (see (15)).

Qj
i (n) �

∑
i∈Sj

1

Q
(i,j)
i (mn) (14)

Qj
o(n) � max

i∈Sj
1

{
Q(i,j)
o (mn)

}
(15)

The subset of nodes selected by the election algo-
rithm for the nth occurrence of event μ2 is denoted
by Nμ2(n) and is defined by (16), where mn is the
control-time-slot when the nth μ2 event occurs14.

Nμ2(n) �
{
j : j ∈ N ,M j(mn) = mn

}
(16)

The election algorithm calculates the series of sub-
sets of nodes Nμ2(n) based on the update equation
(10). Each of the subsets in the series corresponds to
the nodes that transmit scheduling packets simultane-
ously at a certain control-time-slot. Only the queues
Qj
i (n) and Qj

o(n) of the nodes in Nμ2(n) are updated
at control-time-slot mn as follows: The input and out-
put queues are decreased and increased respectively
by the grants carried in the transmitted packets. The
input queues are increased by the number of pack-
ets that arrived since the previous scheduling-packet
transmissions. The output queues are decreased by
the number of data-subframes between the previous

14. The election algorithm does not guarantee scheduling-packet
transmissions at every control-time-slot m. The index mn denotes
only the control-time-slots in which there is at least one scheduling-
packet transmission in the network (i.e., the occurrence of a μ2
event). Specifically, the nth time that at least one scheduling packet
is transmitted in the network takes place at control-time-slot mn.

and current scheduling-packet transmissions. In order
to characterize this update process, the following
definitions are considered.
The number of data-packet arrivals to the input-

queue of link (i, j) between node j’s nth and (n +
1)th scheduling-packet transmissions is denoted by
A

(i,j)
s (n) and is given by (17). The data-packet arrival

rate in this process is given by (18)15.

A
(i,j)
s (n) �

mn+1∑
m=mn+1−ΔMj

mn

A′
(i,j)

(m) (17)

λ
(i,j)
s � E

[
A(i,j)
s (n)

]
= N j

μ1mdsλ
(i,j) (18)

LetM be the set of grants carried by the scheduling
packet transmitted by node j at control-time-slot mn.
The total number of data-subframes that link (i, j) is
granted in M is given by (19).

∣∣G(i,j)(n)
∣∣ � ∑

G
(i,j)
mn ∈M

∣∣G(i,j)
mn

∣∣ (19)

The latest data-subframe that link (i, j) is granted
in M is given by (20).

(
G(i,j)(n)

)
fe

� max
({(

G(i,j)
mn

)
fe

: G(i,j)
mn

∈M
})

(20)

Definition 6. The state SGs of RBDS wireless network G
is given by

SGs �
{
Qj
i (n), Q

j
o(n),M

j(mn) : j ∈ N
}

where SGs is updated according to (21), (22), and (10).

Qj
i (n+ 1) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

[
Qj
i (n) +

∑
i∈Sj

1
A

(i,j)
s (n)−

mds
∑

i∈Sj
1
|G(i,j)(n)|

]+
j ∈ Nμ2(n),

Qj
i (n) j /∈ Nμ2(n).

(21)

Qj
o(n+ 1) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

max
([
Qj
o(n)−N j

μ1(n)
]+

,[
maxi∈Sj

1

{(
G(i,j)(n)

)
fe

}
− fmn + 1

]+)
j ∈ Nμ2(n),

Qj
o(n) j /∈ Nμ2(n).

(22)

B.2 SGs Update and the RBDS Policy
According to (21) and (22), the updates of the queues
consider the grants carried by each of the transmitted
scheduling packets. Each grant assigns a set of data-
time-slots to one of the incoming links of the node
that transmitted the grant, and the incoming link

15. The data-packet arrival rate λ(i,j)s is derived in Appendix H.
The definition of Njμ1 (n) is given in Section 3.2.4.
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schedules packets in its input-queue at the granted
data-time-slots. This scheduling causes those packets
to be moved from the link’s input-queue to the link’s
output-queue.
The grants are calculated according to an RBDS

policy. The task performed in this calculation is il-
lustrated in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5a, a wireless network(
i.e., G = (N ,L)

)
and one of its interfering sets(

i.e., I(i,j)
)

are shown16. Given that transmissions
on any of the links in I(i,j) interfere with transmis-
sions on link (i, j), node j should generate grants
for link (i, j) that consider the unexpired grants of
all other links in I(i,j). This is shown in Fig. 5b.
It is assumed that Fig. 5b is a snapshot of all the
unexpired grants of links in I(i,j) right after node j
transmits a scheduling packet with only one grant
for link (i, j), which is denoted by g(i,j). That is,
Fig. 5b shows the data-subframes from the time of
node j’s scheduling-packet transmission until the last
granted data-subframe that interferes with link (i, j).
The data-time-slots in each of these frames are also
included17. Assuming that grants gl1 , gl2 , gl3 , gl4

were transmitted by some interfering links in I(i,j)
before node j’s scheduling-packet transmission, node
j needs to select a set of available data-time-slots for
grant g(i,j) that have not been included in any of
the interfering grants. The selection made in Fig. 5b
shows two events that nodes need to avoid in order
to improve the efficiency ratio. These are blanks and
overlaps. Blanks correspond to data-time-slots which
are available to a link, and the link does not include
them in any of its grants. Overlaps correspond to data-
time-slots which are unavailable to a link, and the link
includes them in one or more of its grants. Blanks
and overlaps turn into wasted data-time-slots and
data-time-slots with collisions respectively once they
are the current data-time-slot in the RBDS wireless
network. Therefore, the task of a node is to select
available data-time-slots for grants so that the total
number of blanks and overlaps is minimized across
all the links in the network.

B.3 SGs Update Example
The update process of Qj

o(n) is illustrated in Fig. 6.
After the nth scheduling-packet transmission of node
j, Qj

o(n) is as shown in Fig. 6a. It has a length of
11 data-subframes, in which grants gl1 , gl2 , gl3 , gl4 ,
and g(i,j) have been placed. It is assumed that at the
nth scheduling-packet transmission of node j, node
j transmits a scheduling packet with one grant for
link (i, j) only. It is also assumed that grants gl5 ,
gl6 , gl7 , and gl8 were transmitted by links in I(i,j)

16. In Fig. 5a, not all the links in G are shown. Only the links in
I(i,j) are included. Within this set of links, link (i, j) is shown with
a straight line, and all its interfering links are shown with dashed
lines.

17. It is assumed that there are 3 data-time-slots per data-
subframe (i.e., mds = 3).

(a) Interfering-link set
I(i,j)

(b) Grants in the interfer-
ing link set I(i,j)

Fig. 5. Reservation-Based Distributed Scheduling in
the interfering-link set I(i,j)

at some control-time-slots between node j’s nth and
(n + 1)th scheduling-packet transmissions, and that
these grants and g(i,j) were assigned data-time-slots
according to Fig. 6b. Given that node j transmits a
grant in its (n + 1)th scheduling-packet transmission
too, the length of Qj

o(n) is updated. This update con-
sists of a decrease and an increase of data-subframes,
which are explained next.

B.4 Sufficient Conditions for the Stability of SGs
The decrease corresponds to the number of data-
subframes between node j’s nth and (n + 1)th

scheduling-packet transmissions N j
μ1(n) (see (22)).

The queue-length decrease size N j
μ1(n) is given by

(23). In Fig. 6b, the size of N j
μ1(n) is 7 data-subframes.

N j
μ1(n) �

mn+1∑
m=mn+1−ΔMj

mn

D′(m) (23)

The queue-length increase corresponds to the total
number of data-subframes included in the grants,
blanks, and overlaps that were scheduled between the
nth and (n+1)th scheduling-packet transmissions. This
set of data-subframes, which is denoted by Hj(n), is
shown in Fig. 6b. The specific RBDS policy imple-
mented on the network is responsible for calculating
the grants, blanks, and overlaps that Hj(n) includes.
Therefore, the number of frames covered by Hj(n),
which is denoted by |Hj(n)|, depends on the number
of frames covered by the grants, blanks, and overlaps
determined by the RBDS policy. Given that the RBDS
policy determines the number of frames covered by
the grants, blanks, and overlaps from the number of
unscheduled packets (i.e., the input-queue lengths),
|Hj(n)| depends on the input-queues and not on the
output queues18.
Given Hj(n), the update of Qj

o(n) defined in (22)
can be expressed as in (24).

18. The independence of |Hj(n)| from the output-queues will be
used in the proof of Theorem 1.
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(a) Qj
o(n) (b) Transition from Qj

o(n)
to Qj

o(n+ 1)
(c) Qj

o(n+ 1)

Fig. 6. Queue Qj
o(n) update process

Qj
o(n+1) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
[
Qj
o(n) +

∣∣Hj(n)
∣∣−N j

μ1(n)
]+
j ∈ Nμ2(n),

Qj
o(n) j /∈ Nμ2(n).

(24)
Based on the previous definition of SGs and its up-

date equations (see Definition 6 and (24)), Theorem 1
is proved in the following.

Proof: Consider the Lyapunov functions V i
s (n)

and V o
s (n) defined next for the queue processes Qj

i (n)
and Qj

o(n) in SGs .

V i,o
s (n) �

∑
j∈N

(
Qj
i,o(n)

)2

The following Lyapunov functions V i(mn) and
V o(mn) for queue processes Q

(i,j)
i (m) and Q

(i,j)
o (m)

in SG are found to be equivalent to V i
s (n) and V o

s (n)
respectively as follows.

V i(mn) �
∑

(i,j)∈L
Q

(i,j)
i (mn)

( ∑
k∈Sj

1

Q
(k,j)
i (mn)

)

=
∑

(i,j)∈L

∑
k∈Sj

1

Q
(i,j)
i (mn)Q

(k,j)
i (mn)

=
∑
j∈N

∑
i∈Sj

1

∑
k∈Sj

1

Q
(i,j)
i (mn)Q

(k,j)
i (mn)

=
∑
j∈N

( ∑
i∈Sj

1

Q
(i,j)
i (mn)

)( ∑
k∈Sj

1

Q
(k,j)
i (mn)

)

=
∑
j∈N

(
Qj
i (n)

)2
= V i

s (n)

V o(mn) �
∑
j∈N

(
max
i∈Sj

1

Q(i,j)
o (mn)

)2

=
∑
j∈N

(
Qj
o(n)

)2
= V o

s (n)

Therefore, V i(mn) has negative drift if and only if
V i
s (n) has negative drift. The same relation holds for

V o(mn) and V o
s (n).

The change in the value of V o
s (n) is found as

follows.

V o
s (n+ 1)− V o

s (n) =
∑
j∈N

(
Qj
o(n+ 1)

)2 − ∑
j∈N

(
Qj
o(n)

)2
=

∑
j∈Nμ2 (n)

(
Qj
o(n+ 1)

)2
+

∑
j /∈Nμ2 (n)

(
Qj
o(n+ 1)

)2−
∑

j∈Nμ2 (n)

(
Qj
o(n)

)2 −
∑

j /∈Nμ2 (n)

(
Qj
o(n)

)2
=

∑
j∈Nμ2 (n)

(
Qj
o(n) + |Hj(n)| −N j

μ1(n)
)2
+

∑
j /∈Nμ2 (n)

(
Qj
o(n)

)2 − ∑
j∈Nμ2 (n)

(
Qj
o(n)

)2−
∑

j /∈Nμ2 (n)

(
Qj
o(n)

)2
=

∑
j∈Nμ2 (n)

(
Qj
o(n) + |Hj(n)| −N j

μ1(n)
)2−

∑
j∈Nμ2 (n)

(
Qj
o(n)

)2
=

∑
j∈Nμ2 (n)

(
Qj
o(n)

)2
+

∑
j∈Nμ2 (n)

|Hj(n)|2+

∑
j∈Nμ2 (n)

(
N j
μ1(n)

)2 − 2
∑

j∈Nμ2 (n)

Qj
o(n)N

j
μ1(n)+

2
∑

j∈Nμ2 (n)

Qj
o(n)|Hj(n)| − 2

∑
j∈Nμ2 (n)

N j
μ1(n)|Hj(n)|−

∑
j∈Nμ2 (n)

(
Qj
o(n)

)2
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= 2
∑

j∈Nμ2 (n)

Qj
o(n)

(
|Hj(n)| −N j

μ1(n)
)
+

∑
j∈Nμ2 (n)

(
|Hj(n)| −N j

μ1(n)
)2

The drift of V o
s (n) is found as follows19, where C is

some constant.

EQj
o(n)

[
V o
s (n+ 1)− V o

s (n)
]

= 2EQj
o(n)

[ ∑
j∈Nμ2 (n)

Qj
o(n)

(
|Hj(n)| −N j

μ1(n)
)]

+ C

= 2
∑
N ′⊆N

EQj
o(n),Nμ2 (n)

[ ∑
j∈N ′

Qj
o(n)

(
|Hj(n)|−

N j
μ1(n)

)]
P
[
Nμ2(n) = N ′

]
+ C

= 2
∑
N ′⊆N

∑
j∈N ′

Qj
o(n)

(
E
[
|Hj(n)|

]
− E

[
N j
μ1(n)

])
P
[
Nμ2(n) = N ′

]
+ C

In the previous equalities, the facts that
EQj

o(n),Nμ2 (n)

[
|Hj(n)|

]
= E

[
|Hj(n)|

]
and

EQj
o(n),Nμ2 (n)

[
N j
μ1(n)

]
= E

[
N j
μ1(n)

]
have been

used. These facts are true because |Hj(n)| and N j
μ1(n)

are independent of Qj
o(n) and Nμ2(n). |Hj(n)| is the

output-queue-length increase, which corresponds
to the total number of data-subframes included in
the grants, blanks, and overlaps that are scheduled
between the nth and (n + 1)th scheduling-packet
transmissions of j (see Appendix B.4). This set of
data-subframes is shown in Fig. 6b. The distribution
of grants, blanks, and overlaps depends on how the
specific RBDS policy implemented on the network
uses the length of input-queues for calculating
requests. N j

μ1(n) is determined by the number of
control-time-slots between these transmissions, and
this number is equal to ΔM j

m (see (10)).
Given that the network is stationary, the drift of

V o
s (n) is upper-bounded as follows.

EQj
o(n)

[
V o
s (n+ 1)− V o

s (n)
]

= 2
∑
N ′⊆N

∑
j∈N ′

(
Qj
o(n)

(
|Hj | −N j

μ1

)
P
[
Nμ2(n) = N ′

])
+ C

≤ 2
∑
N ′⊆N

∑
j∈N ′

(
Qj
o(n)

(
max
j∈N ′

(
|Hj | −N j

μ1

))
P
[
Nμ2(n) = N ′

])
+ C

= 2
∑
N ′⊆N

(
P
[
Nμ2(n) = N ′

](
max
j∈N ′

(
|Hj | −N j

μ1

))
∑
j∈N ′

Qj
o(n)

)
+ C

19. EX [Y ] denotes the expectation of Y given X .

Fig. 7. Gmax’s spanning tree Tmax

≤ 2
(
max
j∈N

(
|Hj | −N j

μ1

))( ∑
N ′⊆N

P
[
Nμ2(n) = N ′

]
∑
j∈N ′

Qj
o(n)

)
+ C

By a similar analysis, it is found that the drift of
V i
s (n) is upper-bounded as follows.

EQj
o(n)

[
V i
s (n+ 1)− V i

s (n)
]
≤

2

⎛
⎝max

j∈N

⎛
⎝∑
i∈Sj

1

λ
(i,j)
s −mds

∑
i∈Sj

1

∣∣G(i,j)
∣∣
⎞
⎠
⎞
⎠

∑
N ′⊆N

P
[
Nμ2(n) = N ′

] ∑
j∈N ′

Qj
o(n) + C

Therefore, the drifts of both V i
s (n) and V o

s (n) are
negative if

max
j∈N

(
|Hj | −N j

μ1

)
< 0,

max
j∈N

⎛
⎝∑
i∈Sj

1

λ
(i,j)
s −mds

∑
i∈Sj

1

|G(i,j)|

⎞
⎠ < 0,

and the proof follows from this condition and (18).

APPENDIX C
PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Let Tmax be some spanning tree of Gmax rooted at
nmax. Therefore, by definition, the height of Tmax is
2, and it has the structure shown in Fig. 7. Let the
grants transmitted by the nodes in Nmax during some
scheduling cycle be denoted as shown in Fig. 7. Grant
G0 is transmitted by the node in Tmax whose height is
0 (i.e., nmax). Grants G1, G2, ..., G|S

0
1 | are transmitted

by the nodes in S0
1 , which is the set of nodes whose

height is 1 (i.e., S0
1 = Snmax

1 ). Grants Gi,1, Gi,2, ..., Gi,|Si
1|

are transmitted by the nodes in Si1, which is the set
of nodes whose height is 2 and are 1-hop neighbors
of the ith node in S0

1 .
When adding one of the links in Gmax\Tmax to Tmax,

a cycle is created. This cycle can be of only one of the
types shown in Fig. 8a, Fig. 8b, and Fig. 8c. If another
link is added to Tmax, the existing cycle may be made
longer or another cycle of only one of the specified
types is created. This process repeats itself as all the
links in Gmax\Tmax are added to Tmax. Therefore, Gmax
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(a) Type-1 Cycle

(b) Type-2 Cycle

(c) Type-3 Cycle

Fig. 8. Gmax’s cycle types

may contain one or more cycles which are of only one
type each.
The cycle types in Gmax are defined as follows. A

type-1 cycle (see cycle C1 in Fig. 8a) contains the root
node and two or more nodes whose height is 1 only.
A type-2 cycle (see cycle C2 in Fig. 8b) contains one
node whose height is 1 and two or more nodes whose
height is 2 only. A type-3 cycle (see cycle C3 in Fig. 8c)
contains the root node, two or more nodes whose
height is 1, and an even number of nodes whose
height is 2 such that none of these nodes are 1-hop
neighbors if they are connected to the same node of
height 1.
Let i be some node in N . Let P be some path in

the undirected graph induced by Si≤2 that originates
at node i. |G|P denotes the increase on Qi

o(n) when
only the grants transmitted by the nodes in path P
during a scheduling cycle are considered. Consider
the difference between the output-queue lengths of
every node of height 2 in Gmax and nmax at the
beginning of a scheduling cycle. Let this difference
be denoted by ΔQi,j for the node of height 2 that
transmits grant Gi,j .

C.1 Expected |G|P when no cycles are considered

Consider the paths in Tmax. The maximum |G|P in
Tmax, denoted by |G|Tmax , is upper bounded as follows.

|G|Tmax ≤ max
i=1,2,...,|S01 |
j=1,2,...,|Si

1|

(
|Gi|+ |Gi,j |+ [ΔQi,j ]+

)
+ |G0|

Therefore, |G|Tmax is upper bounded by the sum-
mation of three grant lengths and an output-queue
difference that have maximum total length among all
the paths from the leaf nodes to the root node. Let
those grant lengths and output-queue difference be
Gim, Gim,jm, and ΔQim,jm.
Let n2 be the node that transmits grant Gim,jm, and

let n1 be the node that connects n2 and nmax. When
no cycles are considered, ΔQim,jm can be at most the
summation of two grants. These two grants corre-
spond to one of the paths in n2’s 2-hop neighborhood
that has no nodes in nmax’s 2-hop neighborhood. The
grants cause an increase on the output-queues of n2

that is not considered in |G|Tmax until n1 transmits its
grant. Therefore, E

[
[ΔQim,jm ]+

]
≤ 2E[|Gmax

m |], and the
expected value of |G|Tmax is upper bounded as follows.

E
[
|G|Tmax

]
≤ E

[
|Gim |+ |Gim,jm |+ |G0|+ [ΔQim,jm ]+

]
≤ 5E[|Gmax

m |]

C.2 Expected |G|P when only type-1 cycles are
considered

Consider the paths in Fig. 8a. The maximum |G|P ,
denoted by |G|C1 , is upper bounded as follows.
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|G|C1 ≤ max
(
|G|Tmax ,

max
i=1,2,...,|C1|−1

j=1,2,...,|Si
1|

(
|Gi,j |+ [ΔQi,j ]+

)
+

∑
G∈C1

|G|
)

Therefore, |G|C1 is upper bounded by either |G|Tmax

or by the summation of all the grant lengths along
C1, a grant length of a leaf node, and an output-
queue difference. Let T be the event that |G|C1 is
upper bounded by |G|Tmax , and let Gim,jm and ΔQim,jm

be the grant and output-queue difference that satisfy
maxi=1,2,...,|C1|−1

j=1,2,...,|Si
1|

(
|Gi,j |+ [ΔQi,j ]+

)
.

Let n2 be the node that transmits grant Gim,jm, and
let n1 be the node that connects n2 and nmax. When
only type-1 cycles are considered, ΔQim,jm can be at
most the summation of the grants across a type-1
cycle. These grants correspond to one of the cycles in
n2’s 2-hop neighborhood that has no nodes in nmax’s
2-hop neighborhood. Let Caux be this cycle. The grants
cause an increase on the output-queues of n2 that is
not considered in |G|Tmax until n1 transmits its grant.
Therefore, E

[
[ΔQim,jm ]+

]
≤ |Caux|E[|Gmax

m |], and the
expected value of |G|C1 is upper bounded as follows.

E
[
|G|C1

]
≤ ET

[
|G|Tmax

]
P
[
T
]
+ EnotT

[
|Gim,jm |+ΔQim,jm

+
∑
G∈C1

|G|
](
1− P

[
T
])

≤ 5E[|Gmax
m |]P

[
T
]
+(

1 + |Caux|+ |C1|
)
E
[
|Gmax

m |
](
1− P

[
T
])

≤
(
|C1|+ |Caux|+ 1

)
E
[
|Gmax

m |
]

C.3 Expected |G|P when only type-2 cycles are
considered

Consider the paths in Fig. 8b. The maximum |G|P ,
denoted by |G|C2 , is upper bounded as follows.

|G|C2 ≤ max
{
|G|Tmax ,

max
i=1,2,...,|C2|−1

(
[ΔQi,j ]+

)
+

∑
G∈C2

|G|+ |G0|
}

Therefore, |G|C2 is upper bounded by either |G|Tmax

or by the summation of an output-queue difference,
all the grant lengths along C2, and |G0|. Let T be the
event that |G|C2 is upper bounded by |G|Tmax , and let
ΔQim,jm be the output-queue difference that satisfies
maxi=1,2,...,|C2|−1

(
[ΔQi,j ]+

)
.

Let n2 be the node that transmits grant Gim,jm, and
let n1 be the node that connects the type-2 cycle n2

belongs to and nmax. When only type-2 cycles are
considered, ΔQim,jm can be at most the summation of
the grants along a type-2 cycle. This cycle, denoted by

Caux, corresponds to a type-2 cycle in n2’s 2-hop neigh-
borhood that has no nodes in nmax’s 2-hop neighbor-
hood. The grants cause an increase on the output-
queue of n2 that is not considered in |G|Tmax until
n1 transmits its grant. Therefore, E

[
[ΔQim,jm ]+

]
≤

|Caux|E[|Gmax
m |], and the expected value of |G|C2 is

upper bounded as follows.

E
[
|G|C2

]
≤ ET

[
|G|Tmax

]
P
[
T
]
+ EnotT

[
ΔQim,jm+∑

G∈C2
|G|+ |G0|

](
1− P

[
T
])

≤ 5E[|Gmax
m |]P

[
T
]
+

(
|Caux|+ |C2|+
1
)
E
[
|Gmax

m |
](
1− P

[
T
])

≤
(
|C2|+ |Caux|+ 1

)
E
[
|Gmax

m |
]

C.4 Expected |G|P when only type-3 cycles are
considered
Consider the paths in Fig. 8c. The maximum |G|P ,
denoted by |G|C3 , is upper bounded as follows.

|G|C3 ≤ max
{
|G|Tmax ,

max
i=1,2

j=1,2,...,|Si
1|

(
|Gi,j |+ [ΔQi,j ]+

)
+

∑
G∈C3

|G|
}

By doing an analysis similar to the one performed
for the upper bounds of E

[
|G|C1

]
and E

[
|G|C2

]
, it can

be shown that E
[
|G|C3

]
is upper bounded as follows,

where Caux is a type-3 cycle.

E
[
|G|C3

]
≤

(
|C3|+ |Caux|+ 1

)
E
[
|Gmax

m |
]

Therefore, when there are no cycles or there is
only one cycle C of any type in Gmax, the expected
value of the maximum |G|P is upper-bounded by(
max

(
5, 2|C|+1

))
|Gmax

m |, where C is the cycle of max-
imum length among all the cycles in the 2-hop neigh-
borhoods of the network

(
i.e., if Ci is the maximum-

length cycle in Si≤2, then C = argmaxCi:i∈N |Ci|
)
. This

upper-bound can also be expressed in terms of Pmax as
(2|Pmax|+1)|Gmax

m |
(
i.e., 2|Pmax|+1 = max

(
5, 2|C|+1

))
.

This result can be directly extended to the case in
which there are two or more cycles of any type.

C.5 Expected |G|P in the general scenario
Consider the set GP of all paths in the 2-hop neigh-
borhoods of the network and which start at the cor-
responding neighborhoods’ root nodes when all the
cycles are present (i.e., if Gi is the set of all paths in the
undirected graph induced by Si≤2 and that originate at
node i, then GP =

⋃
i∈N Gi). The |G|P of each of these

paths is the summation of the length of the grants
transmitted by the nodes along the path plus an
output-queue difference if the height of the path’s end
node is 2. The increase on the output-queue Qnmax

o (n)
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(i.e., |Hnmax(n)|) is upper-bounded by the maximum
|G|P , which is denoted by |G|max

P . The expected value
of |G|max

P is upper bounded as follows, where IP is an
indicator that P in GP has the maximum |G|P .

E
[
|G|max

P
]
=

∑
P∈GP

E
[
|G|P

]
P
[
IP = 1

]
≤

∑
P∈GP

E
[
|Gmax

m |
]
(2|P|+ 1)P

[
IP = 1

]
= E

[
|Gmax

m |
](
2

∑
P∈GP

|P|P
[
IP = 1

]
+ 1

)
≤ E

[
|Gmax

m |
](
2|Pmax|+ 1

)
The proof follows from Theorem 1 and by observing

that

max
j∈N

(
|Hj | −N j

μ1

)
= |Hnmax | −Nnmax

μ1

≤ E
[
|G|max

P
]
−Nμ1

≤
(
2|Pmax|+ 1

)
E
[
|Gmax

m |
]
−Nμ1 .

APPENDIX D
A SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR THE STABIL-
ITY OF A GM-RBDS NETWORK

In order to calculate a stable region and a lower-bound
for the efficiency ratio of the GM-RBDS policy using
Theorem 2, it is necessary to find the expected value of
|Gmax

m | in terms of the mean data-packet arrival rates
{λ(i,j) : (i, j) ∈ L}.
For every outgoing link of every node, the node

requests the maximum number of data-subframes that
can be entirely covered with the current number of
data packets in the link’s input-queue. Also, the length
of the grant for every request is always equal to the
request’s length. Therefore, the expected value of a
grant length is upper-bounded by the expected value
of the length of its corresponding input-queue as
given by (25), where mi

r is the control-time-slot when
the request for link (i, j) is transmitted.

E
[
|G(i,j)

m |
]
= E

[⌊Q(i,j)
i (mi

r)

mds

⌋]
≤ E

[Q(i,j)
i (mi

r)

mds

]
(25)

Let Q(i,j)
s (n) be Q

(i,j)
i (mj

n)

mds
, where mj

n is the control-
time-slot used for node j’s nth scheduling-packet
transmission. Q(i,j)

s (n) is increased by the number of
data packet arrivals to link (i, j) between every two
consecutive node j’s scheduling-packet transmissions(
i.e., A(i,j)

s (n) as given by (17)
)
, and it is decreased

by the grants transmitted by node j for link (i, j).
According to the GM-RBDS policy (see Section 3.3),
for any of these grants to be confirmed by node i,
two independent events must take place. First, when
node j transmits a scheduling packet, link (i, j)’s

request has maximum length among the unexpired
requests transmitted by all of node j’s incoming links.
Second, when node i receives node j’s scheduling
packet, none of the unexpired grants received by node
i overlap with the grant for link (i, j) carried by the
scheduling packet. The occurrence of each of these
two events at node j’s nth scheduling-packet transmis-
sion is denoted by I

(i,j)
Qmax

(n) and I
(i,j)
s (n) respectively.

The grant length is equal to the number of data-
subframes covered by the input-queue length of link
(i, j)

(
i.e., Q(i,j)

i

)
at the control-time-slot that node i

transmits link (i, j)’s request
(
i.e., mi

r
)
. Therefore, the

grant length can be expressed as Q
(i,j)
s (n) minus the

following: the number of data-subframes covered by
the data packet arrivals to link (i, j) since the request
is transmitted by node i until the grant is transmitted

by node j
(
i.e.,

⌊Q(i,j)
i (mj

n)−Q
(i,j)
i (mi

r )

mds

⌋)
. Let this number

of data-subframes be denoted by ΔQ
(i,j)
s (n) for node

j’s nth scheduling-packet transmission. Q
(i,j)
s (n) is

updated according to (8) and (17) as follows.

Q
(i,j)
s (n+ 1) = Q

(i,j)
s (n) +

A
(i,j)
s (n+ 1)

mds
−

I
(i,j)
Qmax

(n+ 1)I
(i,j)
s (n+ 1)

(
Q

(i,j)
s (n)−ΔQ

(i,j)
s (n)

)
(26)

In order to find the expected value of Q
(i,j)
s (n), it

is necessary to calculate the probability that I(i,j)Qmax
(n)

and I
(i,j)
s (n) are each equal to one.

D.1 Probability that I(i,j)s (n) equals one

Let T (i,j)
u (m) and T (i,j)

u (m) (see (1)) be the unavailable-
data-time-slots tables for link (i, j) maintained by
nodes i and j respectively. These two tables are not
necessarily equal due to the 1-hop neighbors of j
hidden from i and vice versa. Let the length of an
unavailable-data-time-slots table be the number of
frames in the range that starts at the current frame
and ends at the latest unavailable frame in the table.
Let this length be denoted by |T (i,j)

u (m)|. The event
that grants for link (i, j) transmitted by node j do not
overlap any of the unexpired grants in node i when
this node receives link (i, j)’s grants

(
i.e., I(i,j)s (n) = 1

)
is equivalent to the following event: |T (i,j)

u (mj
n)| is

greater than or equal to |T (i,j)
u (mj

n)|. Let T i
s (m

j
n) be

the subset of T (i,j)
u (mj

n) that contains all the grants
received by node i from the moment it sends link
(i, j)’s request to node j (i.e., mi

r) to the moment
node j replies with its nth transmitted scheduling
packet (i.e., mj

n), which contains link (i, j)’s grant.
|T (i,j)

u (mj
n)| is greater than or equal to |T (i,j)

u (mj
n)| only

if the maximum expiration data-subframe number in
T i
s (m

j
n)

20 is less than the maximum expiration data-

20. The expiration data-subframe numbers in T is (mjn) corre-
spond to the fe components of the grants they contain (see Def-
inition 2).
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subframe number in T (i,j)
u (mj

n). This is due to the
minimum data-subframe number specified by node
i that the request can be granted (see the GM-RBDS
policy in Section 3.3). This minimum is no longer valid
if any other grants that occupy data-subframes greater
than or equal to it are received by node i and not by
node j before node j sends the grant for link (i, j).
That is, if such grants are received by node i and
make |T (i,j)

u (mj
n)| be greater than |T (i,j)

u (mj
n)|, node

j grants data-subframes that were already included
in the grants received by node i, so node i is not able
to confirm node j’s grant.
T (i,j)
u (m) and T (i,j)

u (m) are updated with the grants
transmitted by the nodes in Si≤1 and Sj≤1 respectively.
Consider the sets Si1\Sj≤1, Si≤1 ∩ Sj≤1, and Sj1\Si≤1.
Given that the grants transmitted by the nodes in
Si≤1 ∩ Sj≤1 are received by both i and j, they do not
make T (i,j)

u (m) and T (i,j)
u (m) have different lengths.

Therefore, I
(i,j)
s (n) is independent of such grants.

The grants transmitted by the nodes in Si1\Sj≤1 affect
T (i,j)
u (m) and do not affect T (i,j)

u (m), and the grants
transmitted by the nodes in Sj1\Si≤1 affect T (i,j)

u (m)

and do not affect T (i,j)
u (m). Therefore, I

(i,j)
s (n) de-

pends on such grants only. Let T i\j
s (mj

n) be the subset
of T i

s (m
j
n) that contains all the grants transmitted

by the nodes in Si1\Sj≤1. When node j sends link
(i, j)’s grant, the maximum expiration data-subframe
number in T i

s (m
j
n) is less than the maximum expira-

tion data-subframe number in T (i,j)
u (mj

n) if it is not
an fe component of any of the grants in T i\j

s (mj
n).

Therefore, the probability that |T (i,j)
u (mj

n)| is greater
than or equal to |T (i,j)

u (mj
n)| is lower-bounded by

the probability that T i\j
s (mj

n) is empty. Considering
that the nodes in Si≤2 transmit only one scheduling
packet per scheduling cycle and that the order of these
transmissions is independent across the scheduling
cycles, the lower-bound is given as follows21.

P
[
I
(i,j)
s (n) = 1

]
≥ P

[
T i\j
s (mj

n) = ∅
]
=

1

1 +
∣∣Si1\Sj≤1

∣∣
(27)

In order to find an upper-bound for the expected
value of all the input-queue lengths, in the following,
it is assumed that P

[
I
(i,j)
s (n) = 1

]
equals the lower-

bound in (27). This is true because the input-queues
decrease at a lower rate under this assumption.

D.2 Probability that I(i,j)Qmax
(n) equals one

The event that link (i, j)’s request is granted by node
j

(
i.e., I

(i,j)
Qmax

(n) = 1
)

depends on the lengths of

21. The lower-bound is calculated based on the fact that the
event that T i\js (mjn) is empty is equivalent to the following event:
within a scheduling cycle, node j’s scheduling-packet transmis-
sion precedes the scheduling-packet transmissions of the nodes in
∣
∣Si1\S

j
≤1

∣
∣.

the requests in
⋃
i∈Sj

1
T (i,j)
r (mj

n) only. When node j

transmits a scheduling packet, there can be only one
unexpired request per incoming link

(
i.e., {(i, j) : i ∈

Sj1}
)
. This is due to the following. Every node in Sj≤2

transmits only one scheduling packet per scheduling
cycle, there is only one request to node j in every
scheduling packet, and this request always expires
at the next scheduling-packet transmission of node i,
where i is any node in Sj1 (see the GM-RBDS policy
in Section 3.3).
Let mj

n and mj
n−1 be the control-time-slots used by

node j for its current and previous scheduling-packet
transmissions respectively, and let mi

r be the control-
time-slot used by node i in Sj1 for its scheduling-
packet transmission previous to mj

n. At mj
n, node j

grants the longest request among the last requests sent
by each of its 1-hop neighbors (i.e., requests sent to
node j before mj

n). Let is be the 1-hop neighbor that
sent the longest request. Node is is given as follows.

is = argmax
i∈Sj

1

{
Q

(i,j)
s (n)−ΔQ

(i,j)
s (n)

}

= argmax
i∈Sj

1

{Q
(i,j)
i (mi

r)

mds

}

Therefore, given that the mi
r’s are i.i.d. across the

scheduling cycles and that grants decrease input-
queue lengths with probability P

[
I
(i,j)
s (n) = 1

]
, the

probability that node i’s request is granted depends
on the rate that the input-queues of node j’s incoming
links increase as follows.

P
[
I
(i,j)
Qmax

(n) = 1
]
= P[i = is] =

λ(i,j)
(
P
[
I
(i,j)
s (n) = 1

])−1

∑
k∈Sj

1
λ(k,j)

(
P
[
I
(k,j)
s (n) = 1

])−1 (28)

D.3 Expected Value of |Gmax
m |

The independence of I
(i,j)
s and I

(i,j)
Qmax

is going to be
necessary for characterizing the expected value of
|Gmax

m |. The independence of I
(i,j)
s and I

(i,j)
Qmax

comes
from the following. The GM-RBDS policy calculates
the grants transmitted by the nodes in Si1\Sj≤1 and
Sj1\Si≤1 without considering the number of unsched-
uled packets of link (i, j)

(
i.e., Q(i,j)

i

)
. The probability

that a grant for link (i, j) overlaps the unexpired
grants received by node i depends on the grants
transmitted by the nodes in Si1\Sj≤1 and Sj1\Si≤1 only
(see Appendix D.1). Therefore, this probability does
not depend on the number of unscheduled packets
of link (i, j), i.e., I(i,j)s is independent of Q

(i,j)
i . The

same analysis can be done for any incoming link of
node j, so I

(i,j)
s is independent of Q(k,j)

i , where node
k is any 1-hop neighbor of node j. Therefore, I(i,j)s

is independent of the event that Q(i,j)
i has maximum
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length among the input queues of the incoming links
of node j, i.e., I(i,j)s is independent of I(i,j)Qmax

.
From (27) and (28) and given the independence

of I
(i,j)
s (n) and I

(i,j)
Qmax

(n) and the assumption that
P
[
I
(i,j)
s (n) = 1

]
equals the lower-bound in (27), the

probability that node i’s request for link (i, j) is
granted by node j is given by (29), where sj �
max

{
1+

∣∣Sk1 \Sj≤1

∣∣ : k ∈ Sj1}, and λj is the total packet-
arrival rate at node j

(
i.e., λj =

∑
i∈Sj

1
λ(i,j)

)
.

P
[
I
(i,j)
Qmax

(n) = 1, I
(i,j)
s (n) = 1

]
= P

[
I
(i,j)
Qmax

(n) = 1
]
P
[
I
(i,j)
s (n) = 1

]
≥ λ(i,j)∑

k∈Sj
1
λ(k,j)

(
1 +

∣∣Sk1 \Sj≤1

∣∣) ≥ λ(i,j)

sjλj

(29)

The expected value of the length of any grant can
upper-bounded using (25), (26), and (29) as follows.

Lemma 1. The expected value of grant
∣∣G(i,j)

m

∣∣ is upper-
bounded as follows, where sj � max

{
1 +

∣∣Sk1 \Sj≤1

∣∣ : k ∈
Sj1

}
, and λj is the total packet-arrival rate at node j

(
i.e.,

λj =
∑

i∈Sj
1
λ(i,j)

)
.

∣∣G(i,j)
m

∣∣ ≤ sjλjNμ1

Proof: Consider the input-queue given by the
Markov process in (26), assume that the probability
that the request for this queue is successfully granted(
i.e., P

[
I
(i,j)
Qmax

(n) = 1, I
(i,j)
s (n) = 1

])
is always equal

to its lower-bound given by (29). Let s denote this
lower-bound. The expected value ofQ(i,j)

s (n) is upper-
bounded by the expected value of Q

(i,j)
s (n) found

under this assumption.
Let ax and δx be defined as follows.

ax � P[A(i,j)
s (n) = x]

δx � P[ΔQ
(i,j)
s (n) = x]

The probability that Q(i,j)
s (n)moves from state x1 to

state x2, where x1 ≤ x2 is s(an∗δn)[x2]+(1−s)ax2−x1 .
That is, the probability that the request is successfully
granted and the number of packet arrivals A

(i,j)
s (n)

plus the remaining packets in the queue ΔQ
(i,j)
s (n) is

x2 or that the request is not successfully granted and
there are x2 − x1 packet arrivals.
Therefore, the equilibrium equations are given as

follows for all Px, where Px is the probability that
Q

(i,j)
s (n) is in state x.

Px = (s(an ∗ δn)[x] + (1− s)ax)P0+

(s(an ∗ δn)[x] + (1− s)ax−1)P1 + . . .

= s(an ∗ δn)[x]
∞∑
n=0

Pn + (1− s)
∞∑
n=0

ax−nPn

= s(an ∗ δn)[x] + (1− s)(an ∗ Pn)[x]

The expected value of Q(i,j)
s (n) is found by evalu-

ating dP (z)
dz

∣∣
z=1

, where P (z) is defined as
∑∞

x=0 Pxz
x.

P (z) and dP (z)
dz

∣∣
z=1

are given as follows.

P (z) = sA(z)Δ(z) + (1− s)A(z)P (z)

dP (z)

dz

∣∣
z=1

=
1

s

dA(z)

dz

∣∣
z=1

+
dΔ(z)

dz

∣∣
z=1

=
1

s

E[A(i,j)
s (n)]

mds
+ E[ΔQ

(i,j)
s (n)]

From (18), (29), and the assumption that
P
[
I
(i,j)
Qmax

(n) = 1, I
(i,j)
s (n) = 1

]
= s, the expected

value of Q(i,j)
s (n) can be upper-bounded as follows.

E
[
Q

(i,j)
s (n)

]
≤ sjλjNμ1 + E

[
ΔQ

(i,j)
s (n)

]
Finally,

∣∣G(i,j)
m

∣∣ = E
[
Q

(i,j)
s (n)−ΔQ

(i,j)
s (n)

]
≤ sjλjNμ1

Using Lemma 1 and Theorem 2, Theorem 3 pro-
vides a sufficient condition for the stability of a GM-
RBDS network (see Section 3.3.3). The proof of Theo-
rem 3 is as follows.

Proof: The sufficient condition in Theorem 2 for
the stability of the output-queues in G is equivalent
to ∣∣G(i,j)

m

∣∣ < Nμ1

2|Pmax|+ 1
∀ (i, j) ∈ L.

According to Lemma 1, this condition is satisfied if∑
k∈Sj

1

λ(k,j) <
1

sj(2|Pmax|+ 1)
∀ j ∈ N .

APPENDIX E
PROOF OF THEOREM 4
Let C1 be the set of data-packet arrival rates that, for
all (i, j) in L, satisfy (13), and let C2 be the set of data-
packet arrival rates that, for all (i, j) in L, satisfy

∑
(i,j)∈I(i,j)

λ(i,j) <
1

ν
∀ (i, j) ∈ L.

Therefore, C2 ⊆ C1, and network G is stable for any
set of data-packet arrival rates that lies in C2.
In [14], it is shown that a necessary condition for

network stability under any scheduling policy is∑
(i,j)∈I(i,j)

λ(i,j) < κ ∀ (i, j) ∈ L

Therefore, network G is stable when the set of data-
arrival rates lies inside the region Λ

νκ .
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APPENDIX F
COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS OF THE GM-RBDS
AND ELGS POLICIES
F.1 GM-RBDS Complexity Analysis
Let the complexity be defined in terms of the amount
of control information that is transmitted during a
control-subframe (i.e., overhead). In the GM-RBDS
policy, whenever a node transmits in a control-time-
slot, it sends at most 1 request per outgoing link, 1
grant, and 1 grant confirmation per outgoing link.
Each grant and grant-confirmation corresponds to a
range of frames that is specified with two integers: fs
and fe (see Definition 2). Each request corresponds
to a range of frames and an expiration frame (see
Definition 1) which is a total of three integers (i.e.,
fs, fx, and z). Therefore, in the GM-RBDS policy,
in the worst-case scenario, a node transmits at most
5Δ + 2 integers per control-time-slot, where Δ is the
maximum node degree22, so a total of mcs(5Δ + 2)
integers are transmitted during a control-subframe.
Then, in WMNs with randomly located nodes, the
GM-RBDS policy has O(log |N |) complexity23.

Remark. In the GM-RBDS policy, a node needs to know
the unavailable-data-time-slot table of the links that inter-
fere with its incoming links in order to calculate the grants
it sends. This process is described in Appendices B.2 and
B.3. Note that the mcs(5Δ + 2) integers are enough for
specifying the unavailable-data-time-slots tables the nodes
need to know. This is true because the unavailable-data-
time-slots tables are implicitly specified by the end frames
(i.e., fe) of grants and grant-confirmations. That is, all
the frames previous to those end frames have already been
reserved because in the GM-RBDS policy, the nodes grant
the closest frames in time that are available.

F.2 ELGS Complexity Analysis
In the ELGS policy, the links are scheduled on a
largest-queue-first basis. This is done locally in order
to make the policy distributed. Therefore, the infor-
mation required by the nodes is the queue length of
the interfering links which correspond to one integer
each. Also, the nodes need to know link IDs in order
to solve the problem of two or more links with the
same queue length [16]. This ID is another integer per
link that the nodes need to know. In the worst-case
scenario (i.e., when the highest number of links of
nodes in a 2-hop neighborhood are activated), there
are Δ(Δ − 1) link activations. This case occurs as
follows. Consider the node with maximum degree
and activate one of the outgoing links of every 2-
hop neighbor. This is shown in Fig. 9, where it is

22. The node degree is the number of bidirectional links con-
nected to the node, where a bidirectional link is the pair of outgoing
and incoming links that connect to and from the same 1-hop
neighbor respectively.

23. The number of control-time-slots per frame (i.e., mcs) is a
design parameter that is independent of the number of nodes.

Fig. 9. ELGS Worst-case scenario

assumed that Δ = 3. Therefore, in the worst case
scenario, the total amount of control information (i.e.,
overhead) that needs to be communicated to calculate
a schedule consists of 2Δ(Δ− 1) integers. In addition
to this, the ELGS overhead also includes a series
of control-time-slots for calculating link eligibilities
which are of O(log2 |N |) complexity [16]. This makes
the ELGS overhead have length of at most 2Δ(Δ− 1)
integers plus the series of control-time-slots used for
ELGS link eligibility. Therefore, in WMNs with nodes
located randomly, the ELGS overhead is of O(log2 |N |)
complexity. This result shows that the GM-RBDS over-
head is more scalable. The GM-RBDS overhead is of
O(log |N |) complexity (see the complexity analysis of
the GM-RBDS policy in Appendix F.1).

APPENDIX G
SIMULATION RESULTS

The stability of an IEEE 802.16 mesh network under
the GM-RBDS policy with 1-hop traffic and Poisson
data-packet arrivals is evaluated by means of simu-
lation using the WiMAX-RBDS-Sim framework [26]
for the OPNET simulator. The network topology is a
grid of 16 nodes (i.e., 4× 4) and 48 links. The frame-
structure parameters mcs and mds are set at 9 and 256
respectively24. The frame length is 10 ms, and a total
of 3000 frames is simulated.
Fig. 10 shows the average input and output queue

lengths for increasing traffic loads. The traffic loads
are 4

24 ,
8
24 ,

12
24 ,

16
24 ,

17
24 ,

18
24 ,

20
24 , and 1 of the optimal

capacity. According to Fig. 10a, the input-queues are
always stable (i.e., they do not grow indefinitely)
as expected (see Section 3.3.2). On the other hand,
according to Fig. 10b, the output queues become
unstable for traffic loads greater than 18

24 . Therefore,
the GM-RBDS policy reaches an efficiency ratio of ap-
proximately 18

24 in the simulation. This is in agreement
with the theoretical lower-bound. The efficiency ratio
is lower-bounded by 1

153 according to Theorem 4 (i.e.,
Pmax = 8, maxj∈N sj = 3, and κ = 3).

24. In the simulation, the NextXmtMx and XmtHoldoffExponent
parameters of the election algorithm [21] are set at 3 and 4 re-
spectively.
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(a) Input-queues (b) Output-queues

Fig. 10. Average input and output queue lengths for
increasing traffic loads

G.1 GM-RBDS Throughput Evaluation

The performance of the GM-RBDS policy is compared
in Fig. 11a25 with the W and ELGS policies proposed
in [9] and [16]. Fig. 11a includes the best performance
curves of the W and ELGS policies reported in [9]
and [16] when the overhead (i.e., the fraction of a
frame that is dedicated to the control subframe) is
not considered. It shows that GM-RBDS outperforms
W. That is, as the traffic load approaches the optimal
capacity of the network, the queues under policy W
grow faster than the queues under policy GM-RBDS.
Therefore, the GM-RBDS policy is able to maintain
the network stable under higher throughput levels
when compared with W. On the other hand, ELGS
outperforms GM-RBDS in Fig. 11a. However, the ca-
pacity achieved by the ELGS policy can be reduced
considerably by its overhead when compared with
GM-RBDS. The GM-RBDS policy does not require the
amount of overhead required by the ELGS policy. The
overhead of the GM-RBDS and ELGS policies grow
at a rate of O(log |N |) and O(log2 |N |) respectively26.
This is due to its ability for scheduling any future
data-subframes. Fig. 11b shows that if the maximum
node degree is 8 (i.e., Δ = 8) and the control pack-
ets are formatted according to the IEEE-802.16-mesh-
networks standard [21], the GM-RBDS and ELGS
policies perform equally. For higher values of Δ (i.e.,
Δ ≥ 8), the GM-RBDS policy outperforms the ELGS
policy27. This is shown in Fig. 12. Fig. 12a shows the
traffic load necessary to reach the maximum average
queue length reported in Fig. 11 as a function of Δ,
and Fig. 12b shows the overhead as a function of Δ.
The overhead is specified as the portion of the total
bandwidth it takes. According to Fig. 12, the GM-
RBDS policy achieves greater throughput than the
ELGS policy when Δ ≥ 8. The reason is that the GM-
RBDS overhead grows more slowly with Δ than the
ELGS overhead does. This is shown in Fig. 12b.

Remark. Even though the GM-RBDS policy has good per-
formance in terms of throughput according to the previous

25. In Fig. 11, the queue lengths have been normalized to their
respective maximum values in order to make the comparison.

26. See Appendix F for the overhead analysis of the GM-RBDS
and ELGS policies.

27. This also implies that the GM-RBDS policy outperforms the
W policy because the overhead of the W policy is greater than the
overhead of the ELGS policy [16].

(a) With no overhead (b) With overhead (Δ =
8)

Fig. 11. Performance comparison of the GM-RBDS, W
[9], and ELGS [16] policies

(a) Maximum traffic load
supported by the poli-
cies

(b) Policies’ overhead

Fig. 12. Effect of the overhead of the GM-RBDS and
ELGS [16] policies

results, the policy has a fairness problem. The links are
able to reserve any number of future data-subframes, and
therefore, a link is able to monopolize the channel causing
starvation on other links. We believe that further research
is necessary in this direction in order to design throughput-
efficient policies that are fair too.

Remark. Note that the purpose of the election algorithm
is two-fold. It allows the nodes to exchange requests,
grants, and grant-confirmations, and it allows them to
propagate within every 2-hop neighborhood, the state of the
output queues (i.e., the list of reserved frames are implicitly
specified in grants and grant-confirmations). To the best of
our knowledge, the mechanisms for performing the previous
tasks (i.e., propagating the current state of the system) in
the policies revised in Appendix A have not been specified.
In the analysis of those policies, it is assumed that the nodes
know the queue lengths of the interfering links. Therefore,
given that the counterpart of the election algorithm for the
policies of Appendix A has not been specified, the overhead
of the election algorithm was not considered in the previous
analysis. The overhead of the election algorithm accounted
for 0.09% of the total bandwidth in the scenario simulated
for the GM-RBDS policy28.

28. The overhead of the election algorithm was calculated as the
bandwidth consumed by the MSH-NCFG control packets specified
in the IEEE-802.16 standard [21]. These packets carry the informa-
tion necessary for the nodes to execute the election algorithm. In
the simulated scenario, they are transmitted once every 32 frames,
which is one of the allowed settings in the IEEE-802.16 standard
[21].
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APPENDIX H
INPUT AND OUTPUT DATA-PACKET ARRIVAL
RATE OF SG

S

The expected number of data-packet arrivals to node
j’s input-queue Qj

i (n) is derived as follows.
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